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"Give justice to the weak and the fatherless; maintain the right of the afflicted and the destitute. 
Rescue the weak and the needy; deliver them from the hand of the wicked.” -Psalm 82:3-4 ESV

"Open your mouth for the mute, for the rights of all who are destitute. Open your mouth, judge 
righteously, defend the rights of the poor and needy." --Proverbs 31:8-9 ESV 

"Learn to do good; seek justice, correct oppression; bring justice to the fatherless, plead the widow's 
cause."  -Isaiah 1:17 ESV

 "Rescue those who are being taken away to death; hold back those who are stumbling to the 
slaughter. If you say, “Behold, we did not know this,” does not he who weighs the heart 
perceive it? Does not he who keeps watch over your soul know it, and will he not repay 

man according to his work?"  -Proverbs 24:11-12 ESV 

CHORUS
Do we focus on OUR comfort... in our Life,  in our church?
Do we FIGHT  when we learn that bullies  ........... are HURTING .......
someone who needs HELP,  or      do we let

bullies hurt the weak and scared, thinking it's not OUR care?
Do we FIGHT when we learn that bullies may hurt, turn against us,  OR
turn our eyes away?   (What would JESUS say?)

VERSE  1
Bullies we don't fight  rejoice to see our fright,  have
FUN to see us RUN  from them, and 
beat on while we HIDE  ourselves  inside comfy church walls,  NEVER

reaching out to HELP  weaker ones  on  Life's Playground. >> CHORUS

VERSE  2
Bullies always fight  to teach wrong things about God.  And 
then bullies MOCK US  for fright  NOT asking God for help,  when we
keep quoting all God's promises that He helps us beat Goliaths  still,  ALWAYS

telling us to HELP  weaker ones  on  Life's Playground. >> CHORUS

Song Story.  I've often used the parable of BULLIES ON THE PLAYGROUND >>  IF ALL
the strong kids leave... who will be left to defend the weak?  Also inside SOME churches.
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